
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 October 2021 

Year 7 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Billy B for continued excellence in English and always being determined, 100% of the 

time; Amelia R for producing fantastic and well presented English work - keep it up, Amelia! 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Mia S for always demonstrating our core values and working extremely hard in Science; 

Lacy F for always demonstrating our core values and working extremely hard in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Esther E for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; Joe E for 

excellent knowledge of new vocabulary in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Lily P for showing all academy values and making great contributions in class; Billy B 

for always making great contributions in class and a great score on his in class test! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Ali H for always always showing integrity and working really hard in French, très bien; 

Mikey K for working really well in French and making some great progress, très bien; Lily P for always showing integrity and 

working hard in French lessons. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Lewis B & Olivia D for showing determination during English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Mia-Poppy M for always showing determination and working hard in History; Summer S 

for always showing determination and always putting effort into her History work. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Gabriella C for showing the value of integrity by supporting other students when they 

need assistance. Well done; Bethany E for showing the value of determination by always giving 100% effort in lessons. Well 

done; Faye A for showing the value of respect by always being polite and well mannered. Well done! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Charlie M for working with 100% enthusiasm in Science. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Barbara S for always being kind and respectiveful towards others; Paul S for always 

giving 100% in Science lessons and showing real determination; Mia-Poppy M for showing the value of determination by 

always giving 100% effort in lessons. Well done! 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Freeman W for showing determination, working hard to address misconceptions and 

using his initiative to record key vocabulary in his planner; Kadielee M for arriving each lesson with a positive attitude 

towards learning, being helpful, kind and a pleasure to have in class. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Evi S for demonstrating excellence in Gymanstics with her forward and backward Rolls 

and by helping others to be able to perform the skills too; Laila J for excellent performance of forward rolls and backward 

rolls in her Gymnastics lesson; Faye A for making excellent progress in gymnastics with her forward rolls. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Ethan C for always being super polite and positive! 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Demi Jo C for showing Integrity in every science lesson; Olivia M Getting on with her 

science work every time, first time. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Alfie B for always showing integrity when organising the booklets at the end of every 

maths lesson. 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Mazigh G for showing integrity by answering questions with hands up and correct 

answer. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Charlie M for consistently providing fantastic contributions to his English lessons. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Harvey T for showing determination to produce an absolutely outstanding piece of 

extended writing about the significance of the Battle of Fulford! Well done! 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Teniola T for demonstrating integrity by returning a lost item back to its owner. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 October 2021 

Year 8 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Isabella W for always showing determination, intergrity and respect. She is an asset the 

school and a delight to teach. Keep it up, Isabella; Keira P for showing true determination, no matter how challenging things 

may get. She is friendly, polite and kind to everyone. I'm really proud of you, Keira; Ella E for always showing determination, 

intergrity and respect. Ella consistently produces high quality English work and contributes amazingly to every single lesson. 

Ella - keep it up! 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Taqua A for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; Liene Z for 

excellent effort and participation in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Amauri C for always working to be better today than yesterday and making great 

contributions in class. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ethan H for making a conscious effort to work harder in class. Keep it up; Livia D for 

always being polite, respectful and hardworking in class. Really impressed with your attitude in science Livia. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Josh R for showing brilliant determination in his History lessons and completing 

additional work; Tony S for showing brilliant determination in his History lessons and completing additional work. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Roxy J for showing the value of determination by all always giving 100% effort in 

lessons. Well done; Lewis C for showing the value of respect by always being polite and well mannered. Well done; Jamie F 

for showing the values of determination and respect during an intervention session! Great work Jamie! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Tony S for his excellent contributions to class dicussions; Josh R for his brilliant 

explanation of the passage of air through the lungs. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Lucie jo J for showing such a wonderful improvement in maths lessons, working to the 

best of her ability and producing some fantasic work.Keep it up; Grace R for being such a polite, hard working and well 

mannered member of our maths class. An absolute pleasure! 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Mary Jane S for excellent performance of forward rolls in her Gymnastics lesson; Milly L 

for excellent performance of forward rolls in her Gymnastics lesson. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Peter W for improving his attitude and effort massively and trying really hard. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Imogen B for showing determination in both Maths and Science, always a pleasure to 

teach. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Kasey B for always being super polite and focused in her maths lessons. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate leonardo M for showing integrity in every science lesson. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Alfie M for showing determination and respect and always completing his maths work to 

the best of his ability. 

Mr Ihenacho would like to appreciate Alex y for always working to be better today than yesterday and making great 

contributions in class. 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Crystal R for showing determination by completing her Computer Science work to a 

very high standard; Josh R for showing determination by completing his Computer Science work to a very high standard. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Ava C for showing determination by completing a very strong essay-style response to 

Oliver Twist. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Emily D for showing intergity and having an improved attitude in History! Well done! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Daniel N for demonstrating the value of determination with his work in Science. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Nikita T for having wonderful manners and knowing so much about flags; Leah P for 

excellent contribution to DEAR time. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Tony S for always being polite, respectful and hardworking in class. Really impressed 

with your attitude in Science. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate Jack B, John M, Lee B and Charles M for showing great determination and doing the right 

thing in his practical Food and Nutrition lesson; Taqua A for consistently showing integrity and respect in lessons, she always 

works hard and is polite. Well done Taqua; Emily D for demonstrating the value of determination by always completing her 

work to the best of her ability and following instructions first time, every time. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate Jack B, Daniel D and Tien N for showing determination and respect and always 

completing his Artwork to the best of his ability; Andrey R, Justus M and Kenzie S for demonstrating the value of 

determination by always completing his work to the best of his ability. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Alex Y for amazing effort and engagement in his Science lessons; Peter W for showing 

intergity and having an improved attitude in Science. Well done and keep it up; Leah P for having the confidence to lead a 

warm up in Gymnastics club, outstanding leadship skills. Well done. 

Ms O'Grady & Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Alison B and Molly P for her determination to succeed in maths, 

evidenced by a 100% score in each mini-test this term. Well done; Nikita T for his determination to succeed in maths, 

evidenced by a 100% score in each mini-test this term. Well done. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Libby L for amazing effort and engagement in her English lessons; Ben O for showing 

determination when completing the 'Do Now' tasks in English; Alex D for much improved effort and engagement in English; 

Louis F for fantastic effort and engagement in English. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 October 2021 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Ben W for producing amazing Gothic Fiction creative writing work. Ben has shown he is 

capable of anything once he puts his mind to it. Keep up the fantastic work, Ben; Ellierose M for always being determined, 

respectful of others and focused. Ellierose is insightful and kind, she is a pleasure to teach. I can't wait to see what you can 

achieve; Sam E for always being enthusiastic and ready to learn. Sam always reads extracts in class and contributes to 

discussions with fantastic answers. He even cheered when I told him we were studying Frankenstein! I love your enthusiasm 

and focus to do well, Sam. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Keigan C for always demonstrating our core values and working extremely hard in 

Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Goda S for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; Veisturs K 

for excellent participation in Spanish lessons this week. Well done; Taylor M for demonstrating our core values at all times 

and for helping give out the books in DEAR time. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Poppy M for showing great determination and work ethic during her maths lessons; 

Ava E for showing great determination and focus in her maths lessons; Alex R for showing determination during English. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lucas D for working hard in Spanish and making excellent progress, muy bien; Alex R 

for working hard in Spanish and also helping others around her, muy bien! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ellierose M for always being polite, kind and hardworking in class. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Ellis K and Curtis S for showing determination during English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Molly L for showing determintion in her History lessons. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Louie D for always working to the best of his ability in maths and being pleasant, helpful 

and polite every lesson. 

Mr Cubbon would like to appreciate Ryan J for working really hard in his maths lessons this week - making rapid progress; 

Lewis M for his motivation and his excellent contributions during his maths lessons; Gintas M for always being super polite, 

helpful and focused in maths lessons. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Lexie B for showing Integrity in every science lesson. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Joel R for showing determination in his maths work and always giving 100%; Harry J for 

always demonstrating respect and his positive outlook to all that he does. 

Mr Hayes would like to appreciate Joel R for demonstrating all of our core values in Science, partucularly determination and 

gelping others in the class. 

Mr Ihenacho would like to appreciate Liam J for showing determination during computer science lessons, offering detailed 

and knowledgeable responses to questions during cold call. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Benjamin W for showing determination to do well in English and providing fantastic 

contributions every lesson. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Mia B for showing great determination in her History assessment! Well done! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Sharpe A for demonstrating all of our core values in Science. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Hubert G for demonstrating all of our core values in Science. 

Mrs Byrne would like to appreciate James T and Luke A for showing great determination and doing the right thing in his 

practical Food and Nutrition lesson; Ellis K for giving 100% effort in his practical Food and Nutrition lesson; Harry D for 

showing determination in his practical Food and Nutrition lesson. 

Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate Precious E for demonstrating all of our core values in Science. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Callum G for showing determination and making excellent progress with a challenging 

analysis task; Jamie M for showing respect and kindness, supporting other students; Aize I for showing respect and kindness, 

supporting other students. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 October 2021 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Mark C for always demonstrating our core values and working extremely hard in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Konstantin B for always working hard in Spanish lessons and challenging himself to 

improve. Well done; Khaia A for excellent participation and focus in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Evie T for showing great determination and work ethic during her maths lessons; 

Reece M for showing great focus and determination during maths lessons; Joe R for working to be better today than he was 

yesterday and making great contributions in class. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Harry W for always being polite, respectful and hardworking in science; James C for 

always having a warm, kind and positive attitude in science. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Thomas A and Harry W for showing excellent integrity during Morning Meeting and 

DEAR time; Alan G and Thomas M for showing determination during English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Riley B for always showing brilliant determination in his History work and givivng 

excellent contributions to the rest of the class; Lexi C for always showing determination in her History work. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Leighton H for showing determination in science lessons- Well done; Kyle N for showing 

excellent determination throughout his science lessons and for always positively contributing to class questioning; William W 

for completion of an excellent Do Now in Science this week. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Lily-mae B for showing determination with her work and arriving with a big smile every 

day. A great attitude and a wonderful member of the class; Thomas W for showing great improvement in focus, resilience 

and attitude towards learning, in turn, producing some really impressive work. Well done! 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Ellie M for demonstrating determination by working hard on her revision and learning 

her definitions word for word. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Luke B for always completing his maths work to the best of his ability and always rising to 

a challenge. 

Mr Ihenacho would like to appreciate Owen H and Marc I for showing a much improved attitude to learning, demonstrating 

our core value of determination to engage in new topics within Computer Science. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Miller R for showing determination and integrity in English by striving to improve and 

consistently bringing the right attitude to his English lessons this week; James C for a fantastic essay-style answer in English, 

showing real determination to do succeed. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Bella B for showing excellent integrity during Morning Meeting and DEAR time. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Kian L for demonstrating all core values in his Science lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Josh M for excellent participation and focus in Art lessons and for producing wonderful 

work. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Theo P for always demonstrating our core values and working extremely hard in 

Science. 

Mrs Sinnott would like to appreciate William W for showing determination and respect and always completing his Artwork to 

the best of his ability; Eva C for showing determination and respect and always completing his Artwork to the best of his 

ability. 

Ms O'Grady & Ms Arden would like to appreciate Kyriakoula G for her determination to succeed in maths. Kyriakoula always 

gives 100% resulting in very good work and progress so far this term. Well done; Martina I for her determination to succeed 

in maths. Martina always gives 100% resulting in very good work and progress so far this term. Well done. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Makayla K and Bella B for outstanding effort and engagement in English. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 8 October 2021 

Year 11 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Jason J for always demonstrating our core values and working extremely hard in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Harry F for excellent knowledge of verb conjugations in Spanish lessons. Well done; 

Brodie G for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Harrison S for showing excellent determination and respect to his English mock 

revision; Patryk B for showing excellent determination and respect to his English mock revision. 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate all student in 11abSc5 for working with great pace and purpose to ensure the best mock 

preparation possible. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Connie P for walking hard consistently in Science lessons and showing real 

determination. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Sam S for working hard consistently since the beginning of term, I'm sure this will pay 

off in his upcoming Mocks. Well done Sam; Dylan M for always asking questions, being eager to learn and being such a 

positive energy in every way. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Dylan O for staying behind in his own time to represent the school at Open Evening. I am 

proud to have him in my form and with how talented he is; Ellierose J for staying behind in her own time to represent the 

school at Open Evening. I am proud to have her in my form and with how talented she is. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Lara B for demonstrating determination and focus in Science. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Abigail K for howing integrity in science. 

Mr Hamer would like to appreciate Abi K for demonstrating determination in her maths work and always completing her 

work to a high standard. 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Jo E for showing determination in completing his Creative Media Work to a high 

standard; George S for showing determination in completing his Creative Media work to a high Standard. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Ola A for demonstating all our core values in Science, going the extra mile for help. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Patryk B for demonstating all of our core values in BTEC Engineering by working hard 

towards making exceptional progress. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Harry F for always demonstrating our core values and working extremely hard in 

Science. 

Ms Arden and Ms O'Grady would like to appreciate Sarah W for always working to the best of her ability showing 

determination at all times. 

 

 


